Kamil woke up. It was Sunday and Kamil wanted to sleep a bit more after a tough week. He passed the last exam in winter semester and lived in perception that everything was all right. The true was different. Kamil’s babysitter was escorted and Kamil did not know what had happened to her. He did not know that on a commercial TV station a report was broadcasted his babysitter thought to be about him. The report did not say anything specific but Kamil’s babysitter believed it is on Kamil in spite of the fact that it was apparently false. Kamil’s father wanted her to testify at the police. He escorted her away and tortured. She testified, finally, but her witness was not accepted since it was just an absurd lie.

Kamil did not have a clue about that. He left for studying to the university in the big city. He got a hint from his father that his babysitter was detained in hospital due to her nervous breakdown she suffered but it was a lie. Kamil continued his study at university but his fear intensified gradually. He finished the academic year among the first passing all exams before the summer holydays. When he returned home everything looked the same but a mental retarded woman was sent from his biological relatives pretending to be his babysitter. Kamil figured out this trick almost immediately after the change even though she had the mask of his babysitter and she herself did not know that Kamil recognized her.

During holydays, Kamil started the course for obtaining driving license. During the course Kamil encountered a sting. The owner of the driving license school promised that the course would be finished till the end of holydays. The course lasted three months. Kamil finished all lessons in a hurry and went back to the university in the big city.

In his student residence, Kamil met the new roommate. This guy browbeat Kamil from the beginning. His response to every talk was just crying and threats. One time, he threatened that he would throw Kamil out of the window. Kamil understood the situation since many people behaved this way to him. He did not know that a rumour is dissipated by his family using an uncertain report on TV. He understood less when he was told that his roommate did not pass an exam Kamil got long time ago. Then, he began admiring self-confidence of the man which shared the room with Kamil.
The terror intensified and the roommate was almost taken to the police which he called for Kamil after Kamil’s talk to the other two roommates from neighbouring room in which Kamil described one of his childhood stories. Then, the roommate cried even more at Kamil. The roommate thought that Kamil committed a crime. Kamil finished the semester, passed all exams and before passing the last one the roommate asked him whether he has all of the exams. Kamil did not want to answer as the roommate did not have the right for asking such questions. Kamil told him that he has none of them though he passed all of them except the last one.

Meanwhile, Kamil returned home where an idiot pretending to be his father cried at him that he does not have any exams. Kamil told him that he has all exams except one and tried to show the idiot his records from the university as a proof but he continued crying that Kamil does not have any exams not understanding the fact that the records are the proof and he did not want to. He was an idiot.

Kamil went back to the university and the roommate threatened Kamil with death. When Kamil was told to follow the roommate and other guy he did what they wanted as he did not know how to avoid the threatening from the roommate which lasted for a half year.
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His roommate led him to doctor and wanted her to send Kamil to the hospital. The doctor did not want to do what they asked from her saying that Kamil is healthy. She sent Kamil to psychologist. The psychologist said the same as the doctor in previous examination. She asked Kamil whether the colleagues should be sent away. Kamil agreed. Psychologist then asked Kamil:

“Do you want to tell me something?”

“No.”

Said Kamil waiting for the psychologist’s next question:

“I was told that you want to tell me something. I was told that you know that.”

“But I do not know anything.”

“And who should know that?”

“If you do not know, what should I say then nobody knows.”

The psychologist smiled and went out to the corridor where she cried at the colleagues who had browbeaten Kamil to come to her. Then, she returned back to Kamil and told him that a nurse would lead him somewhere.
Kamil then went on tram with nurse to an unknown place. There they got off and the nurse led him to a room where woman and man looking like doctors were sitting. They were crooks. They asked him questions. Kamil then started to talk himself. The crook doctors understood that Kamil was joking. The woman did not understand at all but smiled as well. Then, the doctor in corridor outside the room (he was crook as well) ran in and asked Kamil:

“Do you suffer from depression?”

“Yes, I do.”

“Did you try to commit suicide?”

“Yes, I did.”

Kamil answered so that the doctors would leave him in hospital since he was frightened by the colleagues who threatened him with death. They left him there and the crook doctor who examined him cried at the two Kamil’s colleagues that they did not fry him enough. The crook doctor cried they are criminals and cannot ill-treat Kamil to death.

Then, Kamil was narcotized until his parents came for him. Parents then moved Kamil to the hospital where his babysitter was treated according to the false legend told to Kamil by his father.

In the hospital, Kamil stayed for two months till he understood that the doctors were not trying to cure him. Then, he returned back home and went to the university in the big city again.

At the university the roommate was waiting for him with a big smile in his face. He passed all exams but he did not understand that it was a deceit in his case. The reason was the fact that teachers wanted him to go to the next year-class to continue browbeating Kamil. The roommate thought that he deserves it since he had more self-confidence than knowledge. Kamil understood that from the previous year sharing the room with him. At once, the roommate was a big friend of Kamil. However, Kamil did not take him into account. Kamil ignored him but could not continue studying due to the pills he had to take for tranquillizing. Kamil had individual plan and did not have to pass that many exams but it was no help for him as he did not want to stay at the university. He wanted to move to other school but his father disapproved of this.

Then, Kamil found out that the roommate wanted to abuse him and record the talks with him. Kamil reassured him in this intention as he knew that the roommate was not able to
stand up his arguments and follow his thoughts. So Kamil started up secret radio Yerevan, where he was making fun out of the roommate. He knew that he was monitored but did not care about that since it was fun for him. The roommate did not understand this and made the job easier for Kamil. Kamil did not know, however, that this whole thing was a mean for destroying him. Moreover, the Kamil’s enemies switched the roles and told the others that the talks of Kamil were actually the talks of his roommate and wise-versa.

Later, an event happened which Kamil could not expect. His parents and biological mother ordered a murderer to kill him after Kamil’s calling his location saying that they should kill him. Moreover, the name of Kamil’s colleague was given by him who was present in the room Kamil announced. The position was in different stage and different building in the neighbourhood of the room and building where Kamil stayed.

The impact of the call Kamil realized a few days later. When he was returning to his room from lessons in the school he saw a crowd crying at somebody. It was the colleague announced by Kamil. The murderer threw him out of the window in tenth floor. The crowd was crying at him and left him dying for several hours. When Kamil was coming to the crowd someone pointed at him and the murderers started to pursue him. Kamil ran to the neighbouring building where he lived. Ran up the stairs to the fifth floor and went right to his room. Kamil entered lavatory and waited for the pursuers.

They came finally to the right door which Kamil left half-open so that pursuers could find him. Then, Kamil went out of the lavatory and put out his tongue to the murderer announcing that someone is there and they should investigate it. The murderer then went to the lavatory himself and Kamil closed the door and locked it with latch. Then, he switched the light off and heard the vomiting and crying murderer which did not understand the situation. Then, Kamil ordered others to follow him. The rest of the group followed him in belief that Kamil was the head. Kamil led the group down the stairs to the third floor where he skipped out to the corridor. Then, he ran up the stairs to the fifth floor where he locked the doors to the kitchen where lavatory and bathroom were placed. Then, Kamil went down to the ground floor and smiled.

Meanwhile, the pursuers arrived to cellar and did not know where to go. The murderer got out of the toilet to the kitchen, where he found locked doors to the Kamil’s room as well as the neighbouring. From the neighbouring room the other roommates cried at the murderer as they though that it is Kamil. The murderer finally smashed down the doors leading to the neighbouring room where he was fighting. The murderers then lost their attitude to the next actions and gave up.
Kamil was laughing on the ground floor and waited for the next events. After a while, he went up to the fifth floor, packed up and went home.

At home, nobody was waiting for Kamil. He spent there a few days until Kamil’s father came. Then, he returned back to the university and asked the roommate what happened. He just showed his anger to Kamil. Kamil understood that the situation is serious.

The roommate did not want to talk with Kamil about anything but Kamil did not care about that since he did not want to stay at this university. He passed a few exams and left forever the big city where he studied for four years.

Kamil returned home and studied at the local university. He wanted the local university to accept his exams from the university in the big city to make the studying a bit easier. Hence, he went to the big city and asked the woman at the study department for the list of exams he passed. She wanted his book of records but Kamil did not have it and did not want to give it to her anyway since he considered it as a double trick. He told the woman:
“I just want to embarrass him, you know.”
The woman took the attention immediately and said:
“I will do it for you.”
Kamil then started to run away and said:
“Send it to his address. This will embarrass him. He will not know why you sent it to him. I will arrange a date with you later!”
The woman melted down and hailed to Kamil:
“I will give you everything!”
Kamil then ran home and was just wondering when the requested list of exams was delivered to his address.

Kamil studied for a few years at the local university but his father did not let him in peace. Moreover, his babysitter left - officially due to illness. Kamil saw the next double trick in this and blamed others for this incident.

Since his father ill-treated him by crying and non-acceptance of his results (if he knew about them), Kamil began to sing his own melodies. After a while, Kamil noticed that the melodies are on radio and television. He figured out that monitoring and browbeating is apparent. He did not know that everything is directed by his parents and biological mother.
He noticed that many movies have his trace. He realized that all that he says is used against him. The worse was the fact that one of the teachers at the university he was studying at used one of his ideas and claimed that it is his own. The teacher did not understand that it is a deceit. He assumed that he has the right to steal Kamil’s ideas. He was not the only one. Kamil encountered misunderstanding and dullness of the people around him.

Finally, Kamil finished the university with excellent marks but the people ignored it and bullied him. Kamil started his doctoral years at the university and again shined in his branch. He improved the idea that was stolen from him by one of the teachers and published it under his own name. Moreover, he created a new method solving the drawbacks of the currently used methods. His tutor did not take him into account, however, and it could happen that he was not allowed to get his doctoral degree in spite of his excellent results. Kamil was given the doctoral degree due to other professors who persuaded the Kamil’s tutor to let him graduate. At the final exam, Kamil ridiculed the teacher who stole one of his ideas.

Kamil got job at the university as a researcher. He had excellent results again. His former tutor carried out the orders of his parents and fought against Kamil. He was holding back the results and abilities of Kamil and cooperated with Kamil’s biological family, which was not Kamil’s family anymore. Kamil understood the situation and decided to show the others his capability. Kamil started studying of a new branch. He developed applications for PDA and smartphones. He outperformed many professionals and got many new enemies.

Since the period of calmness passed hostile family open up a new round of terror and browbeating. They used their contacts in television and radio and called a famous director to arms. Kamil understood that his enemies took advantage of dullness of the people who are carrying out their orders. He figured out that the number of the people is higher than he expected. But this is a different story.